
C A S E  S T U D Y

Accelerating Broadband with Copper Network Transformation

T H E  C H A L L E N G E
Established in 1903, Volcano Communications Group (Volcano) serves a rural area with mountainous terrain, starting 
at the foothills of the Sierra Nevada Mountains and expanding to the peak of the Kirkwood Resort at nearly 10,000 
feet in elevation.  Initially delivering voice service, Volcano added cable television to its offering in 1983 and Internet 
service to its copper network in 1995.  As broadband demand grew across its serving area, Volcano was faced with the 
decision of how to re-architect and transform its existing network to deliver higher speeds to its broadband subscribers. 
At the same time, Volcano needed to ensure that its network could stand-up to the demands of extreme weather while 
maintaining power in an area susceptible to outages – annual snowfall in the region has exceeded 60 feet in recent 
winters. With 12,000-foot service loops and large cabinets dotting the serving area, Volcano looked to transform their 
copper and SONET based network and move towards a DSL, fiber, and Ethernet future.

T H E  S O L U T I O N
Like many independent operating companies in the late 1990s, Volcano looked to Advanced Fibre Corporation (AFC) 
for its first generation of digital loop carriers and basic broadband. However, as broadband demands grew in the mid-
2000s, Volcano realized that it needed to shorten loop lengths and upgrade its broadband technology to ADSL2+. 
Volcano selected Calix to support this effort, utilizing ODC cabinets in many areas to shorten loop lengths from 12,000 
to 4000 feet, as well as systematically retrofitting existing AFC cabinets with small form factor Calix access systems. 
At the same time it was evolving its architecture and services, Volcano increased its efficiency by introducing Ethernet 
rings throughout its network – including all the way up to the top of Kirkwood resort.  The Calix C7 Multiservice Access 
Platform and E-Series Multiservice Ethernet solutions were ideal vehicles to facilitate this transformation and have 
been deployed throughout the Volcano network.  C7 platforms have enabled the graceful migration from SONET to 
Ethernet in many parts of the network via the simple change of a line card. In parts of the network where Volcano 
could jump immediately to Ethernet services, E5 nodes and E7 platforms have both been widely deployed in new ODC 
cabinets and as retrofits to existing legacy cabinets. Even in areas where retrofit space was completely unavailable, 
new Calix solutions like the E3-12C sealed Ethernet Service Access Node bolted to the side of existing cabinets have 
enabled fast time-to-market without additional outside plant construction or additional management resources.
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T H E  R E S U LT S 
Volcano has continued to extend its local leadership as the premier broadband service provider in its region, with 
unmatched services and reliability in extreme conditions. 

�  Shortened loop lengths - Today, Volcano has shortened its loop lengths to between 4000 to 6500 feet by pulling 
fiber to new and legacy cabinets, enabling customers to enjoy more advanced broadband services. These shortened 
loops allow Volcano to offer 20Mbps services to most residential customers and specialized packages and bundles for 
business customers. 

�  Leveraged existing infrastructure - With the flexibility of the Calix E-Series and its small form factor, Volcano was 
able to deploy new platforms in existing cabinets with minimal additional expenditure on its outside plant.  As service 
requirements have evolved, Volcano has started to leverage the capability of the E-Series to now deliver services over 
VDSL2, giving them the ability to introduce even higher speed data service packages in the future

�  Delivered service despite extreme conditions and electrical powering challenges – The small form factor 
of the E-Series also allowed Volcano to retrofit its legacy cabinets to include line powering equipment and battery 
back-ups to maintain power in times of commercial outages.  During a recent winter, parts of the Volcano serving 
area experienced over 30 cumulative days with no power due to severe weather. However, during this same period, 
Volcano subscribers received uninterrupted services.    

�  Transitioned to Ethernet – Volcano has continued along its evolutionary path to Ethernet, using this technology 
in any new serving area and allowing legacy service areas gracefully evolve. The combination of the C-Series and 
E-Series systems has provided Volcano with the ability to transition its existing network to Ethernet at their own pace, 
and as its technical staff became proficient with the technology.

�  
T H E  F U T U R E 
With the foundation to deliver advanced broadband services firmly in place today, Volcano is preparing for what is next 
on its network and business transformation horizon. As more businesses move into the area and parts of the network 
continue to expand, Volcano expects to deliver more and more business services, including services over point-to-point 
gigabit Ethernet (GE). Volcano also has within its Calix-enabled arsenal the ability to deploy VDSL2, including solutions 
with bonding and vectoring capabilities, across its serving area. In many cases, these enhancements can be made without 
requiring further investment in construction or cabinets.

�  
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“Calix has allowed us to make the most of 

our investment in the network. As we have 

shorten loops over the years, offering better 

broadband speeds to our customers, we 

have been able to easily add Calix solutions 

to the existing plant without requiring new 

construction.”

 – John Lundgren, Director of Network Services


